Wang's Big Bang

Term 1
2014
Year 4

- Nelka McCann 3/4p
- Jeremy Williams 3/4p
- Olivia Lambert 3/4c
- Ethan Fitzpatrick 3/4c

Year 3

- Charlotte Dunn 3/4c
- Jacana Woolsey 3/4c
- Joshua Camberwell 3/4p
- Ashton McDonald 3/4p
Done by Chris Field Lorand Saunders.

Declan Josh
Rachel

Kids from kindergarten 2014.

Mr. Campiling the best sport teacher in the world.
New Students

Hayleigh Andrews
Lachlan Andrews
Lisa Su
Connor Higgins
Nicholas Dugan
Kyle Eccleston

By Cassie Glencorse
Pottery 2014

with Mrs Welfare

By Brittany Griffiths and Cassie Glencorse
Aboriginal Performer

Adam Hill Visited our school on Monday 18th March. He taught us about Aboriginal languages and songs.
Australia
Cool Creations...

The Tribe- ‘Electric Trike’ Riders are supposed to stand up while on the Electric Trike, an interesting cross between a longboard and the average two-wheeler.

You have to stand on the bike not sit on it. You have Riders who are supposed to stand up while on the Electric Trike, making it move.
Q: What do you call a fake noodle?
A: An Impasta

What pop stars are lots of lollies really into?
Wrappers.
Adventure time is a awesome TV show on cartoon network with a magic yellow dog named Jake and a human boy named Finn.

If You Were a Princess
I Find You
You're My
You Make Me Feel
I'd Steal You First
Acceptable
Hero
All Loopy
mazes
The Funny baby photos

By Ashton McDonald
Funny pictures

By Joshua and Ethen
Mazes
Food mazes
Gold mazes
First ever Harley-Davidson
Cool arts
BMX bikes first broke onto the scene in the early sixties. Schwinn was accredited for making the first BMX style bike which was called a Sting Ray. The first BMX race took place in California in 1971.

There are 3 basic types of BMX bikes. They are jump/dirt bikes, racing bikes and freestyle/stunt bikes.

BMX BIKES

By Joshua
And Ethan
Once there were two friends at school. They were both girls. Their names were Isabella and Maddie. They were just like sisters. One day a carnival came to the school and Maddie and Isabella were in the crowd. Maddie was chosen to be an assistant and went behind the BIG trailer. She got some things ready for the show. The BOSS of the show said to Maddie “Wait here”. She was waiting for hours. She was in a spot where the boss of the show couldn’t see her. The boss came back and was thinking that she went back to her class but his thinking was wrong and she didn’t hear him walk in. Suddenly she heard an engine running. She was saying in her head ‘what happened?’

She was terrified but she had the benefit of the doubt. She had her phone, but her phone was out of charge. Meanwhile Isabella was freaking out wondering where Maddie was. She was scared. She didn’t know what to say to her parents. She told the school and came to the rescue. They quickly got on the phone and Isabella was returned safely.
School teachers
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